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SECTION 1.  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.1  Introduction 

National Grid USA Service Company’s (National Grid’s) retail affiliates (Massachusetts Electric, 

Narragansett Electric, Granite State Electric, and Nantucket Electric) provide technical and 

financial assistance to their commercial and industrial customers for equipment and building 

energy efficiency improvements.  Improvements can be either custom-engineered or selected from 

a list of prescribed measures.  This impact evaluation study is Part I of two parts, and reviews 10 

Custom process projects that fall into the categories of process improvements (4 sites), process 

cooling (2 sites), and one site each of variable-speed drives (VSDs), compressed air system 

modifications, industrial refrigeration and “other”. 

 

The process improvement projects included the installation of a new high-speed mold, a pick and 

place robot, and a high speed transport system in plastic injection molding facilities; and the 

installation of high efficiency latex mixers.  The process cooling sites included the installation of 

water-side and air-side economizers.  The VSD project included the installation of a VSD on a 

printer’s binding machine.  The compressed air project replaced two twin-tower, heat-less, 

desiccant dryers with heat of compression dryers combined with a single more efficient exterior 

heated desiccant dryer.  The industrial refrigeration site installed an evaporatively cooled chiller 

system at an ice rink; and the “other” site installed over-sized piping at a waste-water treatment 

plant to reduce pumping energy. 

1.2  Purpose of Study 

National Grid needs to quantify the actual energy and demand savings attributable to these 

Custom process projects in order to: 

• More accurately determine energy and demand savings achieved 

• Demonstrate cost-effectiveness to regulators and other interested parties 

• Set appropriate financial incentive levels and eligibility criteria for future years 
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1.3  Scope 

Select Energy Services, Inc. (SESI) was commissioned by National Grid to evaluate 10 Custom 

industrial process projects installed in 2003 at a total of 9 sites.  The specific goal of this study 

was to confirm the annual energy savings (kWh per year), the percent of energy savings that 

occurs on-peak, and the summer and winter peak coincident demand savings (kW) attributable to 

the projects at each site. 

 

For the evaluated projects, there were five Design 2000plus (D2) projects and five Energy 

Initiative (EI) projects.  The Design 2000plus program is meant for new construction or new 

systems and for old systems that are being replaced and redesigned to meet new conditions, where 

the base case is not the pre-existing system, but one that is sized to meet the anticipated load.  

Energy Initiative projects use pre-improvement conditions as the base case. 

 

The projects broke down into the following retail affiliates: Massachusetts Electric had seven 

projects: two in the Southeast, two in the North Shore, and one each in the South Shore, Western 

and Central districts.  Narragansett Electric had the other three projects: two in the Capital district 

and one in the Coastal district.   

1.4  Survey and Analysis Methods 

National Grid had a statistically random sample of 10 Custom process projects selected to be 

evaluated in this study.  The evaluation involved physical inspection of every installation, on-site 

metering, interviews with facility staff members, and engineering analysis.  The following 

paragraphs describe the general approach taken to evaluate each site. 

1.4.1  Review Application and Original Savings Methodology 

SESI reviewed the descriptions of the projects and the savings calculation methodologies 

provided in the original applications.  In particular, we assessed the reasonableness of the original 

approach to calculating savings.  Whenever it was technically appropriate and possible, we 

attempted to mirror that approach in our re-evaluation of savings.  Based on this review, we 

developed site measurement and evaluation plans for each site. 
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1.4.2  Visit Sites 

We performed the following tasks, during our site visits: 

1. Inspected new equipment and collected nameplate data for new equipment (and old 

equipment, if it was still in place). 

2. Obtained scheduling and operational data through interviews with facility operators. 

3. Took spot readings of amperage, voltage, power factors, and kW of affected equipment 

with a hand-held multimeter. 

4. Installed data loggers on equipment to be evaluated, and allowed loggers to record for 

about 4 weeks. 

5. Recorded all pressures and system-installed meter or gauge data (run time, temperatures, 

pressure setpoints, etc.) when we were at the site to install our metering equipment and 

later to remove it. 

1.4.3  Analyze Data 

General Approach 

SESI’s general approach for non-compressed-air projects starts with identification of the key 

parameters that affect the energy consumption of the system which may play a major role in 

determining energy consumption and savings.  These may include equipment loading, weather, 

scheduling and equipment efficiencies.  Metering is done for about 4 weeks to understand the 

relationships between the variables.  If the relationships are simple, the analysis may rely on a 

single calculation to represent annual energy use; if they are complex, a multivariable regression 

used in a bin-type of analysis may be warranted. 

 

SESI tries to adopt the methodology used in the application if it is reasonable and does not leave 

out important parameters and considerations. 

Compressed Air System 

SESI’s approach to evaluating savings from the compressed air project was to construct the 

plant’s current annual compressed air usage based on the recorded demand of the compressors 
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and the manufacturer’s data linking demand to compressed air flow (cfm).  The cfm of air purged 

from the existing desiccant dryer, as specified by the dryer manufacture, was subtracted out to 

give the plant’s air usage.  The cfm purge of the base case dryers was then added to represent the 

quantity of air the base case would have used.  Base case cfm use was then converted back in to 

compressor kW using compressor specific cfm/kW performance curves.  The installed case and 

base case kW values were then multiplied by hours of occurrence in cfm bins to determine total 

annual kWh per year.  Energy savings are the difference between the base case and installed case 

annual usage.  To determine savings coincident with the utility’s peaks, savings were calculated 

and reviewed with respect to time of day and week. 

1.5  Description of Evaluated Projects 

Three of the four process projects involved improvements to plastic injection molding systems.  

One included mold modifications that allowed greater product throughput and resulted in a lower 

kWh per part made.  Another installed a robotic pick and place system that improved product 

consistency thereby substantially reducing waste and consequently reducing energy consumption.  

The third project made product transport system improvements which reduced component energy 

use, reduced compressed air use and resulted in less production waste.  The last process project 

introduced updated mixers in a latex mixing plant, which were to enable faster product mixing 

thereby reducing mixing energy. 

 

Both process cooling sites employed new economizers.  The first was on the water-side where 

chiller use was eliminated in the winter.  The second used an air cooled condenser to minimize the 

operation of an air-cooled chiller in the winter. 

 

The compressed air project replaced two heatless desiccant dryers with three heat of compression 

dryers as first stage drying followed by one externally heated desiccant dryer as the second stage 

to obtain pressure dew points less than -100°F.   At another site, an electronic variable speed 

drive replaced a mechanical speed drive in a printer’s binding machine thereby improving drive 

efficiency.  At an ice rink, a new evaporatively cooled chiller system was installed instead of a 

more traditional air-cooled system.  The last project increased pipe size from 14-inches to  
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16-inches in a waste-water treatment plant to reduce pumping head resulting in pumping energy 

savings. 

1.6  Results 

1.6.1  Numerical Results 

For the 10 applications that SESI evaluated, verified total unweighted energy savings comprised 

50% of the annual energy savings filed in the original Energy Initiative and Design 2000plus 

applications.  We determined that 46% of these energy savings for these 10 projects is coincident 

with National Grid’s on-peak period; the original applications indicated 41% of on-peak energy 

savings.  Total unweighted verified summer and winter peak coincident demand savings were 

61% and 72% of the original projections, respectively.  Detailed comparisons are shown in 

Table 1-2 at the end of this section. 

 

Four sites dominated the savings figures: Sites 1, 3, 4 and 10.  They accounted for 79% of the 

evaluated kWh savings for all projects combined, compared to 81% of the applications’ estimates.  

Combined, their evaluated energy savings were 49% of their applications’ estimates.  The other 

projects’ evaluated savings were only 55% of their applications’ estimated energy savings. 

1.6.2  Reasons for Differences between Tracking Estimates and Evaluation Results 

For these projects, realization rates varied from a high of 158% to a low of 0%, with five falling 

below 20%.  Each site had its own reasons for the difference in savings.  

 

Savings estimates are provided for four quantities: annual kWh, % on-peak kW, summer and 

winter coincident peak kW.  Table 1-1 lists the primary reasons for the differences in annual 

energy savings between the evaluation results and the values stored in National Grid’s project 

savings database. 
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Table 1-1: Summary of Annual Energy Savings Discrepancies 

 
Site Application Eval/Track Primary Reason for Discrepancy of Savings Estimate 

 

1 

 

Compressed air dryer 19% 
Plant closing due to economic factors reducing 15 years of 

savings to less than 3 years 

 

2 

 

Injection molding 

machine transport 

system 

91% 

Assuming a critical component would be eliminated cut saving 

in half.  This was offset by an underestimation of compressed 

air savings and system operating hours, and an overestimation 

of the demand of the new transport system. 

 

3 

 

Injection molding 

machine robot 
69% Production was overestimated. 

 

4 

 

Waterside economizer 46% 
Economizer operated in warm weather due to control 

problems. 

 

5 

 

High viscosity mixers 0% 
Production was moved from one location to another with no 

increase in efficiency. 

 

6 

 

Airside economizer 18% 
The cooling load was highly dependent on outside air 

temperature which was ignored. 

 

7 

 

Injection molding 

machine mold 

modifications 

158% Savings from auxiliary equipment was ignored. 

 

8 

 

Wastewater piping 3% 
Flow rates and operating hours were much lower than 

assumed. 

 

9 

 

15-HP VFD 7% 
Electronic VFD was minimally more efficient than mechanical 

VSD. 

 

10 

 

Evaporatively cooled 

chiller 
105% 

The performance of the installed chiller was better than 

assumed. 

 

Reasons for savings discrepancies fell into the following categories: 

1. Assumed annual operating hours affected savings.  At five sites (2, 3, 7, 8, and 9) 

equipment scheduling was different than noted in the application.  Changes in equipment 

operating hours were 15%, 85% and 50% lower, and 11% and 36% higher, for Sites 3, 8, 

9, 2 and 7 respectively.  Savings are tied directly to operating hours; fewer hours mean 

lower savings, while more hours mean larger savings. 

2. How equipment was operated significantly affected savings.  Site 8 had its VFD driven 

pumps operating at 385 gpm instead of the assumed 1,425 gpm, which substantially 

lowered savings. 
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3. Some applications included things they should not have while others did not include 

things they should have.  A heater at Site 2, which was assumed to be removed in the 

proposed case but was not, reduced savings by 50%.  Two pumps at Site 4 were not 

included in the analysis which reduced savings.  At Site 7, the analyst ignored a number of 

affected systems (air conditioning, chilled water, compressed air and material handling 

systems), thus underestimating savings by 30%. 

4. Calculation fundamentals or errors significantly affected savings.  At Site 2 the analyst 

measured compressed air use at the given nozzles but then nearly doubled the flow for the 

same nozzles used in the base case, even though air pressures remained the same; this 

error falsely added about 15% to calculated savings.  At Site 6, the cooling load being 

served by the evaluated system was highly outside air temperature dependent, but was 

assumed constant by the analyst thus substantially reducing savings.  At Site 9 the analyst 

ignored engineering fundamentals in their back-of-the-envelope calculations, by assuming 

that a VFD on a non-centrifugal application would save energy exponentially with a drop 

in motor speed.  This error (combined with an overestimate of operating hours) resulted in 

a realization rate of 7%. 

5. The local economy resulted in facilities either closing down or moving their processes out 

of state.  Only Site 1 was affected.  They moved their processes out of state, thereby 

achieving only a fraction of their savings over the life of the measure.  The move resulted 

in an 81% loss in life-cycle savings. 

1.6.3  Non-Electrical Benefits 

Besides direct electrical savings, these utility-funded improvements some times provided 

additional benefits.  These benefits are summarized in Table 1-3 at the end of this section.  The 

extra benefits roughly fall into four categories: 

1. Increase in productivity.  Sites 3 and 7 increased rates of production in their injection 

molding machines and were able to better supply the market.  Increased production also 

reduced their cost per part thereby making them more competitive. 
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2. Increase in maintenance.  Site 4, 6 and 10 were the only sites that realized an impact on 

maintenance costs.  At all three sites, additional equipment was added to the facilities 

creating a greater maintenance burden. 

3. Reduction in wasted product.  Site 2, 3 and 9 were able to see substantial reduction in 

scrap rates.  These reductions not only saved raw materials but also disposal costs.  

Savings were calculated to be about $5,500, $23,000, and $3,000 for sites 2, 3, and 9, 

respectively. 

4. Other benefits.  The new equipment installed at Site 2 was more robust and had a greater 

life.  Life-cycle savings were calculated to have a net present value of about $1,600 per 

year. 

1.7  Recommendations 

Most tracking analyses’ results were substantially different from the evaluated results.  The main 

reasons for the differences are noted above.  In general, the parameter that can be improved upon, 

almost universally, is to better document hours of operation and rates of production.  Hours of 

operation and production rates have a major impact on energy use and savings.  Particular 

emphasis should be made to best define annual operating hours, including seasonal variations and, 

when given a choice, to be more conservative.   

 

For economizers, sensitive controls are critical to achieve estimated savings.  The outside air 

temperatures at which the controls turn on and turn off the economizer makes or breaks savings.  

For the turn-on temperature, the number of observed annual hours from which economizer 

savings can be claimed diminishes dramatically as outside air temperatures drops.  If the observed 

turn-on temperature is only a few degrees lower than expected, savings are significantly impacted.  

The temperature at which the economizer shuts off and all loads are met by mechanical 

refrigeration also plays a major role in achieving the expected savings.  If the economizer does not 

shut off at the expected outside air temperature and continues to operate at higher temperatures, 

the economizer adds to the load of the chiller thus incurring negative savings.  This problem 

significantly impacted savings at Site 4.  This latter problem is not unusual and SESI has observed 

it all too often.  Because the two control temperature set points are such critical operational 
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parameters, SESI recommends commissioning be required of all Custom economizer projects to 

verify proper (as designed) operation.  Commissioning needs to include extended post-metering 

(amp metering of economizer fan and compressor operation would be adequate) during a time 

when outside air temperatures fluctuate between turn-on and turn-off temperatures.  

 
Some problems might have been caught by more rigorous quality control by application 

reviewers.  Changes in pumping, fan, heat rejection and other energy intensive ancillary equipment 

operation caused by measure implementation are sometimes ignored but can have large impacts 

on energy and/or demand savings.  Custom applications should be reviewed by experienced 

engineers to make sure interactive effects on ancillary equipment are acknowledged.  It is 

apparent that this is occurring to some extent, however, these evaluations point out that items are 

being missed.  In an attempt to better enable reviewers to identify such interactions, it is 

recommended that a check list of potential interactive effects caused by specific measure types be 

generated and distributed to reviewers to assist them in identifying missed savings opportunities 

or in identifying effects that may nullify proposed measure savings. 

1.8  Description of How Results Are Used in Savings Calculation 

The site-specific results reported here will be used to calculate case-weighted realization rates for 

each of the four savings parameters for the entire Custom process group population.  These 

realization rates will be applied to all sites in tabulating the post-evaluation gross energy and 

demand savings.   
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Table 1-2: Custom Process Projects—Summary of Results 

 

On- On- On-

SESI EI / LOC APPL CUSTOMER Peak Sum. Wint. Peak Sum. Wint. Peak Sum. Wint.

ID D2 ID # TYPE & LOCATION kWh/yr % kW kW kWh/yr % kW kW kWh/yr % kW kW

1 EI 735546701 15606
Computer Chip Manufacturer, 

East Greenwich, RI
513,517 39% 59.00 59.00  97,005 38% 9.30 11.60 19% 97% 16% 20%

2 D2 985644000 17175
Plastic Product Manufacturer, 

North Smithfield, RI
71,524 40% 9.90 9.90 64,989 34% 7.20 6.70 91% 85% 73% 68%

3 EI 440949425 19058
Plastics Manufacturer, 

Massachusetts
187,093 75% 33.04 4.41 128,888 60% 22.08 21.98 69% 80% 67% 498%

4 EI 212568400 19083
Semiconductor Company, 

Gloucester, MA 
507,755 43% 0.00 135.25 232,057 26% 0.00 113.41 46% 60% 0% 84%

5 EI 453161325 19103
Latex Manufacturer, 

Southeastern, MA
45,838 81% 11.30 11.30 96 100% 0.00 0.00 0% 123% 0% 0%

6 D2 985793500 17139
Plastic Manufacturer, 

Northampton, MA
88,745 39% 0.43 22.25 16,321 36% 0.30 5.30 18% 91% 70% 24%

7 EI 741639825 18419
Plastic Product Manufacturer, 

North Smithfield, RI
65,594 39% -1.62 -1.62 103,414 38% 13.18 11.96 158% 98% -814% -738%

8 D2 985802000 17362
Wastewater Pumping Station, 

Metro West, MA
37,437 59% 11.40 8.00 1,242 77% 0.80 0.00 3% 131% 7% 0%

9 D2 985422300 17770 Printing Company, Everett, MA 30,600 68% 6.38 6.38 2,279 43% 0.32 0.24 7% 63% 5% 4%

10 D2 985831600 18029 Ice Arena, Franklin, MA 234,709 38% 32.17 22.25 245,748 49% 45.80 28.00 105% 129% 142% 126%

EI Subtotal 1,319,797 47% 101.7 208.3 561,460 38% 44.6 159.0 0.43 0.81 0.44 0.76

D2 Subtotal 463,015 42% 60.3 68.8 330,579 45% 54.4 40.2 0.71 1.08 0.90 0.59

Total 1,782,812 46% 162.0 277.1 892,039 41% 99.0 199.2 0.50 0.89 0.61 0.72

I:\Nat'l Grid - Nepsco\2004 Industrial\Exec Summ\[2004 exec sum tables-jg1.xls]Table 1.1

SESI EVALUATION SVGS RATIO SESI / TRACKINGNat. Grid TRACKING EST. SVGS

 Peak Coinc. Peak Coinc. Peak Coinc.
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Table 1-3: Custom Process Projects — Summary of Non-Electrical Benefits 

 
SESI EI / LOC APPL CUSTOMER

ID D2 ID # TYPE & LOCATION PRODUCTIVITY MAINTENANCE WASTE OTHER COMMENTS

1 EI 735546701 15606
Computer Chip Manufacturer, 

East Greenwich, RI
no no no no only energy savings achieved

2 D2 985644000 17175
Plastic Product Manufacturer, 

North Smithfield, RI
no $1,557 $5,500 no superior life cycle costs

3 EI 440949425 19058
Plastics Manufacturer, 

Massachusetts
yes yes $23,342 yes

manufacturer now more competitive, labor savings are there 

but unable to quantify

4 EI 212568400 19083
Semiconductor Company, 

Gloucester, MA 
no ($1,000) no no an increase in maintenance due to new equipment

5 EI 453161325 19103
Latex Manufacturer, 

Southeastern, MA
$1,100 no no no labor savings

6 D2 985793500 17139
Plastic Manufacturer, 

Northampton, MA
no ($25) no no an increase in maintenance due to new equipment

7 EI 741639825 18419
Plastic Product Manufacturer, 

North Smithfield, RI
$1,400 no no no additional profit due to more parts made

8 D2 985802000 17362
Wastewater Pumping Station, 

Metro West, MA
no no no no no impact

9 D2 985422300 17770 Printing Company, Everett, MA yes no $58,800 no savings include labor and waste savings

10 D2 985831600 18029 Ice Arena, Franklin, MA no ($655) no ($1,200)
additional maintenance due to more equipment plus 

wastewater treatment costs

Notes:  

I:\Nat'l Grid - Nepsco\2004 Industrial\Exec Summ\[2004 exec sum tables-jg1.xls]Table 1.3

TYPE OF SAVINGS

A "yes" means there are these type of savings which are included in the cost savings attributed to another type of savings or they were not able to be quantified due to lack of 

available information.

 
 

 
 


